No Direct Linkage Between Event-Based Runoff Generation and Groundwater Recharge on the Maimai Hillslope
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Abstract Hillslope hydrological investigations in humid regions to date have focused mostly on runoff generation during events. The few papers that have also examined groundwater recharge processes associated with subsurface stormflow production have found strong linkages between episodes of runoff and recharge to the aquifer. But the range of climate, vegetation, and geological conditions examined thus far has been limited. Here we explore how geologic characteristics, timing of subsurface stormflow, and hydroclimatic conditions relate to the timing of bedrock groundwater recharge at the well-studied Maimai watershed. We hypothesized that recharge would be determined by subsurface stormflow frequency in this system with high rainfall and little seasonality of the hydrologic response. Unexpectedly, isotopic analysis and noble gas measurements indicated that recharge occurred almost exclusively during winter months despite previous work at Maimai showing subsurface stormflow occurs in all seasons and rainfall-runoff ratios are high year-round. A sprinkler and dye experiment conducted directly on open bedrock identified groundwater recharge mechanisms and rates, and a simple empirical recharge model suggests almost 90% of recharge occurred from only 55% of annual precipitation. We found no correlation between the timing and magnitude of groundwater recharge and total precipitation, direct runoff or subsurface stormflow. The catchment effectively converted rainfall to runoff during all seasons, but the unfractured low permeability bedrock (2.3 × 10⁻⁸ m/s) required long durations of extended catchment wetness for appreciable recharge to occur—a condition satisfied only during winter months with lower evapotranspiration. These findings suggest the need to better understand the geologic controls of recharge in headwaters.

1. Introduction

Most of the early hillslope hydrology work focused on event-scale streamflow generation processes (i.e., lateral flow) through the often thin veneer of soil covering these hillslopes (Harr, 1977; Hewlett & Hibbert, 1967; Mosley, 1979; Sklash & Farvolden, 1979). And since then, many of the key studies (Ali et al., 2011; Jencso & Mcglynn, 2011; Tetzlaff et al., 2014; Wienhöfer & Zehe, 2014) have followed this same focus in new locations around the world, documenting the many factors responsible for lateral flow domination (Bachmair et al., 2012), including key combinations of slope angle, slope length, soil depth, and bedrock permeability (Hopp & Mcdonnell, 2009). While the factors for subsurface stormflow production are now reasonably well understood across diverse systems—all collapsing into some form of filling, spilling, transmission losses, and then whole-slope runoff activation thresholds (Ameli et al., 2015; Jackson et al., 2016; Mcdonnell, 2013)—recharge processes, defined as percolation of water below the rooting zone to the deeper underlying headwater aquifer, have received considerably less attention. The studies that have looked at groundwater recharge on hydrologically active hillslopes (i.e., ones that yield measureable subsurface stormflow) have shown a direct connection to times of subsurface stormflow initiation and recharge to the aquifer below. For example, Buttle and Mcdonald (2002) showed that event-scale groundwater recharge at an Ontario hillslope was 34–41% of total groundwater recharge through the year. Similarly, Graham, Van Verseveld, et al. (2010) showed for a hillslope at the H.J. Andrews Experimental Forest in Oregon that 41% of annual groundwater recharge occurred during events that yielded subsurface stormflow. For sites in Japan, Kosugi et al. (2006) showed that 55% of groundwater recharge occurred during storm events, and lastly, model analysis of hillslope groundwater recharge by Appels et al. (2015) showed at the Panola hillslope site that 40% of annual recharge occurred during events that generated subsurface stormflow. Runoff ratios on these same slopes have ranged from 3.5% to 43% (Kosugi et al., 2006; Peters et al., 1995; Tromp-Van Meerveld &
occurred in the winter (May–October). Based on this, we hypothesized that hillslope-scale groundwater recharge is controlled largely by event inputs that generate subsurface stormflow. And given the unusually high frequency and unusually low seasonality in the occurrence, magnitude, and duration of events that cause subsurface stormflow, seasonality of groundwater recharge at Maimai was expected to be limited based on the past associations at other sites between subsurface stormflow production and groundwater recharge.

We present a forensic hillslope analysis where we removed the hillslope soil mantle across a 10.5-m² slope section above the former Woods and Rowe (1996) hillslope and conducted a 96-hr sprinkler experiment to determine bedrock surface infiltration characteristics and to determine its role in redistributing
Finally, we drilled the critical zone down to 9 m at 40 locations across the 4.5-ha catchment to explore the depth and hydraulic characteristics of the unsaturated bedrock above the water table and below the soil-bedrock interface. Recent work by Gabrielli et al. (2018) has shown that the spatial extent, dynamics, and age of the groundwater in the underlying bedrock aquifer at Maimai, as well as its contribution to streamflow and influence of streamwater age, are controlled by bedrock permeability. We also present new noble gas recharge temperature (NGT) data, groundwater isotopic composition, and long-term climate and runoff data to explore directly the hillslope-scale groundwater recharge processes at the steep, wet Maimai site. We also combined our intensive field campaign with a simple modeling exercise to test our hypothesis that episodes of subsurface stormflow drive groundwater recharge. In so doing, we connect and synthesize a number independent data sets to establish a coherent description of hillslope-scale subsurface hydrologic partitioning. The following specific questions guide the flow of the paper and our findings at the Maimai hillslope:

1. How do bedrock characteristics control recharge mechanisms?
2. When does groundwater recharge occur on steep hillslopes?
3. How does the soil mantle affect the recharge process?
4. How does the study hillslope compare to other highly monitored sites elsewhere in terms of the timing, frequency and duration of bedrock groundwater recharge?

2. Study Site

The Maimai watershed is located approximately 15 km inland from the northwest coast of the South Island of New Zealand (Figure 1; 42°05'S 171°47'E). The highly dissected landscape is defined by its short steep slopes and thin soils. Hillslope lengths average less than 50 m and the average slope is 34° with short sections nearing 55°.

The wet temperate coastal environment receives, on average, 2,600 mm of rainfall annually with nearly 150 rain days per year. Frontal systems from the Tasman Sea produce long duration, low-intensity storms, with average rainfall intensities of ~1.2 mm/hr, although storms have produced short-term intensities upward of 30 mm/hr. It is not uncommon for total rainfall to exceed 100 mm for single events. There is only slight seasonality in rainfall with midwinter months (July–August) being slightly wetter than midsummer (January–February) months (412 vs. 318 mm, respectively). The low catchment elevation and proximity to the coast result in only one to two snow days each year, which melt within hours to days.

The constant rainfall results in persistent high antecedent moisture conditions and a soil mantle that is believed to rarely drop below 10% of saturated water content (Mosley, 1979). The catchment is defined by its highly responsive and flashy storm hydrograph and an annual runoff ratio of ~60% that is among the highest of any research catchment reported in the literature (Anderson & Mcdonnell, 2005). Approximately 1,000 mm (65%) of the 1550 mm of average annual runoff leaves the catchment as quickflow, as defined by the Hewlett and Hibbert (1967) separation method (Mcdonnell, 1990).

Soils are thin (range: 0.1–1.8 m, average: 0.6 m) and broadly classified as Blackball Hill soils (Mcdonnell, 1990). They are characterized as podsolized to mottled yellow-brown earths along the hillslopes and ridges and gley soils within the poorly drained hollows and riparian zones. Infiltration capacity in the top 170-mm humic horizon is as high as 6,100 mm/hr and average hydraulic conductivity of the upper mineral soil is on the order of 250 mm/hr (Mcdonnell, 1990).

The bedrock underlying the catchment is known as Old Man Gravel belonging to a larger formation known as the Old Man Group (Bowen, 1967), which was laid down in the early Pleistocene as a thick (>400 m) layer of glacial outwash during an erosional sequence in the formation of the Southern Alps (Mortimer et al., 2001). The bedrock is a conglomerate composed primarily of sandstone clasts (greywacke) with small additions of schist and granite in a compact weakly cemented sandy-clay matrix. The rounded clasts range in size from 10 to 500 mm in diameter but are mostly less than 200 mm in diameter (Mortimer et al., 2001).

This research is focused primarily in the 4.5-ha M8 subcatchment (Figure 1a) within the Maimai watershed. Landscape structure, geology, soil, and runoff characteristics in the M8 subcatchment are similar to those of the other subcatchments within the larger Maimai Experimental Watershed (Mcglynn et al., 2004).
catchment relief in M8 is approximately 100 m with elevations ranging from 250 to 350 m above sea level. For a review of previous research at M8, see McGlynn et al. (2002).

3. Data and Methods

Our study approach starts by defining bedrock characteristics and the mechanism of bedrock groundwater recharge through borehole testing and a plot-scale sprinkler experiment. Groundwater measurements of noble gas and stable isotopes of water were then used to identify seasonality in bedrock recharge. We quantified seasonal fluctuations in hydroclimatic forcing that drive catchment wetness conditions to identify correlations with temporal patterns of recharge. To explore intra-annual and interannual patterns of bedrock recharge timing and volume, we constructed a simple empirical recharge model constrained by known the mean annual recharge magnitude and temperature and relate our findings to seasonality of various hydroclimatic metrics over the 13-year period from 1975 to 1987. We finished by running the model for an additional 1-year period during the 2015 calendar year and compared results to daily soil water data to

Figure 1. (a) M8 subcatchment with location of bedrock and soil wells, as well as the two wells sampled for noble gas recharge temperature (NGT) analysis. The red rectangle indicates the general region of the landslide scar and sprinkler experiment. (b) Maimai Experimental Watershed and (c) New Zealand locational inset.
further identify linkages between catchment wetness patterns, soil water dynamics, runoff characteristics, geologic structure, and the seasonality of recharge.

3.1. Bedrock Characteristics and Recharge Mechanisms

3.1.1. Hydraulic Conductivity

Forty bedrock wells were drilled within the M8 catchment across the four major landscape units: the riparian zone, toe slopes, hillslopes, and ephemeral hollows. Bedrock saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) was calculated as the geometric mean for each landscape positions following the Hvorslev (1951) approach using falling-head slug tests, as outlined in Gabrielli et al. (2018). We observed an abrupt contrast in hardness immediately below the soil column that refused penetration with a hand auger. This sharp boundary was observed at all landscape positions drilled within the catchment.

3.1.2. Sprinkler Experiment: Bedrock Infiltration Rate and Mechanisms of Recharge

We conducted a plot-scale sprinkler experiment on an exposed section of bedrock to identify the flow mechanisms associated with bedrock groundwater recharge and to test plot-scale bedrock infiltration rates. We specifically sought to distinguish between recharge by bedrock fracture flow (defined here as the secondary porosity of the bedrock) and recharge by diffuse matrix flow within the porous rock structure (defined here as the primary porosity of the bedrock). We expected these different mechanisms of bedrock recharge to be associated with different catchment wetness conditions.

The sprinkler experiment was conducted on a previously trenched and instrumented planar hillslope just downstream of the main M8 catchment weir (Graham, Woods, & Mcdonnell, 2010; Woods & Rowe, 1996). A small landslide occurred in 2013 on the hillslope removing the overlying colluvium down to the soil-bedrock interface over an area of approximately 300 m² (30 m upslope by 10 m across slope—see Figure 1 for general location). We constructed a 150-mm-tall cement berm around the landslide scar to isolate and collect surface runoff from within the landslide area.

Water was pumped from a 200-L stilling basin through a sprinkler system onto the open bedrock surface wetting an area of 10.5 m² at the toe of the landslide scar. Surface runoff was collected and routed back to the stilling basin creating a closed loop system. Once the initial bedrock surface storage was filled, bedrock infiltration and surface evaporation represented the only withdrawal of water from the system. To separate bedrock infiltration from evaporative loss, we assumed no evaporation between the hours of 22:00 and 06:00. We operated the sprinkler continuously for 96 hr, providing four nights of measurements. In traditional sprinkler experiments where prescribed rainfall rates rarely exceed the soil infiltration capacity, large volumes of input water are required along with precise control of pumping and sprinkler rates. These requirements have historically made field-based sprinkler experiments logistically difficult to perform. However, our site’s absence of soil, low bedrock infiltration rates, and the recollection of applied sprinkler water allowed for a simple and novel implementation of the traditional sprinkler experiment. Because the rainfall application rate was much greater than bedrock infiltration, excess surface water was always present at the bedrock surface. This condition made it possible to relax the need for exact control or knowledge of sprinkler rates, considerably simplifying the field design.

Bedrock infiltration was determined by fitting a linear regression to stilling basin water level measurements for each night (recorded using a capacitance-type water level logger (Odyssey®) at 10-min intervals). The slope of the regression line (L/T) multiplied by the surface area of the stilling basin (L²) equaled the volumetric loss rate of water from the system (L³/T) into the bedrock. We averaged the regression line slopes from the four nights to create a master slope. Finally, this average volumetric loss rate was divided by the wetted bedrock area to determine the plot-scale bedrock infiltration rate.

Additionally, we conducted tracer and hydrometric analysis to identify bedrock flow paths and to distinguish between fracture and matrix flow. We recorded water table elevation in two bedrock wells, one located within the wetted area and one immediately downslope, to capture rapid infiltration of sprinkler water to the water table if present. Brilliant blue dye and a salt slug were added to the sprinkler water at hour 48. We monitored bedrock groundwater electrical conductivity prior to, during, and for 120 hr after the sprinkler experiment, to identify the breakthrough curve of infiltrating water. Finally, we destructively sampled and analyzed the bedrock surface at the end of the experiment with a diamond blade chain saw to identify bedrock flow paths via visual observations of the depth of dye penetration and degree of bedrock fracturing.
3.2. Recharge Seasonality

3.2.1. Noble Gas Measurements
We analyzed gas concentrations in groundwater samples taken from two bedrock wells located in the toe slope and riparian zone within the lower part of the M8 catchment to determine NGT (Lindsay, 1979; Niu et al., 2017; Figure 1). NGT reflects environmental conditions during seasonally focused recharge periods and provides a means to directly identify seasonal patterns in groundwater recharge by matching NGT values to seasonal temperature variations. Samples were collected under deep baseflow conditions and three well volumes were evacuated from each well prior to sampling. Dissolved argon (Ar) and nitrogen (N2) were measured in both samples at the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences Stable Isotope Laboratory (Lower Hutt, New Zealand), and NGT was determined using the standard graphical method (Bohlke & Krantz, 2003; Heaton & Vogel, 1981).

3.2.2. Stable Isotope Measurements
We used the possible existence of a seasonal contrast in isotopic composition between soil and bedrock groundwater to further test for seasonal bedrock groundwater recharge. Soil water mean residence time was previously established at less than 4 months for the M8 catchment (Stewart & Mcdonnell, 1991). Late summer soil water was therefore expected to heavily reflect the isotopic composition of summer precipitation. Due to simple temperature driven fractionation, bedrock groundwater was expected to have an isotopic composition distinctly more depleted than late summer soil water if recharge was sourced primarily from colder winter soil water (Kendall & Mcdonnell, 1998).

We collected soil, surface, and bedrock groundwater samples for isotope analysis over three sampling periods all under summer low flow conditions: 16 January 2015, 1 February 2015, and 24 February 2015. Streamwater was collected at the catchment outlet during each sampling period, and different soil and bedrock wells were sampled for each of the three periods. Samples collected during the first two periods were stored in 30-ml glass scintillation vials and sealed with parafilm. Samples were analyzed at the University of Saskatchewan using a Los Gatos Research liquid water isotope analyzer that utilizes high-resolution laser absorption spectroscopy. Analytical precision was ±0.2‰ for 18O and ± 1.0‰ for 2H. Samples from 24 February 2015 were analyzed for 18O and 2H at the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences Stable Isotope Laboratory. Samples were analyzed using a GV Instruments Isoprime mass spectrometer coupled with a PyrOH elemental analyzer. Analytical precision was ±0.1‰ for 18O and ± 1.0‰ for 2H.

3.3. Climatic and Hydrologic Seasonality
To identify seasonality in climate and hydrologic metrics, we used long-term rainfall-runoff records from the M8, as well as publically available data from a meteorological station maintained by the New Zealand National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research located in the township of Reefton, 5 km west of Maimai (latitude: −42.11578, longitude: 171.86014).

Daily rainfall (P) and catchment discharge (Q_catch) were measured at M8 from 1975 to 1987. Rainfall was recorded using a tipping bucket rain gauge located 500 m from the M8 outlet, and M8 discharge was recorded with a 90° v-notch weir located within M8. We also calculated baseflow (Q_base) using a recursive digital filter on 1-hr discharge data via the WHAT hydrograph analysis tool (Lim et al., 2005). Direct runoff (Q_dir) was calculated as total runoff minus baseflow (Q_tot − Q_base). We used daily temperature records (T) from the Reefton meteorological station to calculate potential evapotranspiration (PET) from 1975 to 1987 using the Thornthwaite (1948) approach. Monthly averaged T, P, Q_tot, Q_base, Q_dir, and PET over the 13-year monitoring period were used to identify intra-annual hydroclimatic seasonal patterns.

3.4. Bedrock Groundwater Recharge Model
We constructed a simple empirical recharge model combined with a temperature-based mass balance to explore temporal patterns of bedrock groundwater recharge over the 13-year period from 1975 to 1987. We used inverse modeling to constrain model output to known observations of annual bedrock groundwater recharge magnitude and temperature. We then compared the resulting temporal pattern of recharge to the hydroclimatic variables described above. Finally, we modeled bedrock groundwater recharge for the year 2015 and compared model output to daily soil water data from wells in the soil (0.15- to 1.8-m depths below soil surface) in the four main landscape positions to further elucidate the temporal linkages between catchment storage conditions, soil water states, and bedrock recharge. Modeling and analysis time periods were
limited by data availability. Long-term runoff and hydrometric data were only available for the 1975–1987 period, while time series of soil moisture were only available for calendar year 2015. Full model description is provided in the supporting information. Note that we use this simple modeling exercise not to identify or capture exact physical processes of groundwater recharge or bedrock infiltration but instead to identify how seasonal patterns of recharge might be associated with seasonal precipitation, ET, storage, and wetness conditions and to understand how bedrock characteristics might affect these associations.

4. Results

4.1. Mode of Recharge: Bedrock Sprinkler Experiment and Bedrock Characterization

4.1.1. Bedrock Characterization

Spatial patterns of bedrock saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) largely followed the main geomorphic landscape units within the catchment. Although considerable variability existed within each landscape unit, mean saturated hydraulic conductivity increased from hillslope to hollow to toe slope to the riparian zone. Geometric mean values, respectively, were 4.47E–08, 8.27E–07, 3.27E–06, and 1.08E–05 m/s (Table 1).

4.1.2. Sprinkler Experiment

During the 96-hr sprinkler experiment an equivalent rainfall depth of 4,950 mm, or approximately 2 years of rainfall, was applied to the 10.5-m² open bedrock surface. Figure 2 shows the water level time series from the stilling basin during the sprinkler experiment. Linear regression models fit well to water table drawdown data for each night (R²: 0.99, 0.97, 0.99, and 0.98 for nights 1–4, respectively), indicating a relatively constant rate of bedrock infiltration through each evening. Water loss from the stilling basin ranged from 0.70 to 3.97 L/hr and averaged 2.2 ± 1.17 L/hr, corresponding to an average bedrock infiltration rate of 5.69E–08 ± 3.09E–08 m/s. The sprinkler-based mean bedrock infiltration rate corresponded well to the geometric mean Ksat of hillslope bedrock tested via slug tests (Table 1) and also to previous measurements at the site (Gabrielli et al., 2012; Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landscape unit</th>
<th>Number of wells</th>
<th>Geometric mean Ksat (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hillslope</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.3 × 10⁻⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollow</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.4 × 10⁻⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toe slope</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.9 × 10⁻⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riparian</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.6 × 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. (a) Stage height time series of sprinkler stilling basin with highlighted sections showing data from each night and (d–e) selected stage data with fitted linear regression.
Graham, Woods, & Mcdonnell, 2010). Destructive analysis of the bedrock surface revealed no evidence of fracture pathways within the upper zone of the bedrock across the wetted and dyed area (Figure 3a). Dye infiltration was minimal overall but did show a tendency (visually) toward preferential flow along the boundaries between clasts and matrix. The embedded and isolated nature of most clasts within the matrix, however, prevented these preferential flow paths from connecting to deeper zones and these flow paths occurred only for clasts found within the surface layer of the bedrock (Figure 3b). No vertical penetration of dye beyond 5–10 mm was noted within the bedrock matrix. This is consistent with the 0.2-mm/hr infiltration rate calculated during the experiment. Thirty clasts from 10 locations on the slope were split immediately after the experiment to look for dye penetration. No dye penetration was found in any of these clasts (Figure 3c). Taken together, these observations suggest a general lack of fracturing or fracture flow paths within the bedrock, inferring that bedrock recharge likely occurs exclusively as porous media flow through the bedrock matrix.

Bedrock water table dynamics and electrical conductivity in observation wells remained unchanged during and for the 120-hr postexperiment observation period (data not shown), further confirming a general absence of rapid flow paths through the bedrock. The lack of changes in the water table and electrical conductivity values also indicated that no direct recharge reached the underlying bedrock water table during the observation period via matrix flow or otherwise, consistent with the measured Ksat and time length of the experiment.

Figure 3. (a) Bedrock sprinkler experiment showing brilliant blue dye staining of the bedrock surface and the extent of the sprinkler plot (b) Destructive testing of the bedrock surface post sprinkler experiment—here a sandstone clast has been removed from the bedrock surface revealing (minimal) preferential flow between the clast-matrix boundary. This preferential flow did not extend beyond the depth of surface clasts. (c) A surface clast freshly split revealing no dye penetration within the clast.
4.2. Bedrock Groundwater Recharge Seasonality

We determined groundwater recharge temperatures of 7.6 ± 1.5 °C for bedrock well 1 and 7.2 ± 1.8 °C for well 2 (Figure 4a). These NGTs represent the mean volume-weighted annual recharge temperature of the sampled water. Under conditions of uniform monthly recharge, NGT would equal the local mean annual air temperature of 11.3 °C, nearly 4 °C warmer than observed recharge temperatures. Additionally, mean summer temperature from November to April was 14.8 °C, and mean winter temperature from May to October was 7.8 °C. The similarity between NGT values and mean winter air temperatures reveals a strong seasonal bias in bedrock groundwater recharge toward colder months indicating bedrock groundwater recharge is sourced primarily from winter season precipitation.

Isotopic composition of the sampled summer stream, soil, and bedrock groundwater ranged from $\delta^{18}O = 6.61$‰ to $\delta^{18}O = 4.53$‰ and $\delta^{D} = 36.85$‰ to $\delta^{D} = 23.25$‰ (Figure 4b). A cluster of bedrock groundwater samples from deep upper-hillslope wells and from identified groundwater discharge zones within the lower riparian corridor had distinctly depleted isotopic compositions compared to all other streamwater, soil water, and shallow bedrock groundwater samples. The distinct isotopic signature of the deeper bedrock groundwater in comparison to other catchment waters provides evidence of recharge to the bedrock aquifer from waters associated with precipitation outside of the summer season. The relative depletion of the isotopic signature further supports cold-season precipitation as the source of bedrock groundwater recharge.

4.3. Bedrock Groundwater Recharge Model

Daily modeled bedrock groundwater recharge was calculated using a least squares parameter fitting routine which best captured mean annual recharge totals and mean annual recharge temperature over the modeling period from 1975 to 1987. Daily values were averaged to monthly and compared with hydrologic and climate variables.

4.3.1. Seasonal Patterns of Recharge and Hydroclimatic Variables

Mean monthly modeled recharge is displayed in Figure 5, along with long-term mean monthly $P$, $Q_{tot}$, and PET from 1975 to 1987. Recharge followed a clear seasonal trend peaking at nearly 34 mm/month in July during midwinter and dropping to near zero throughout most of the summer. PET followed a similar but inverse seasonal pattern, peaking during the summer and declining considerably during the colder winter months. Precipitation and runoff were slightly lower from February to April but showed little seasonality otherwise. Sixty percent of annual recharge occurred during the months of June, July, and August that delivered only 25% of the annual precipitation and nearly 90% of annual recharge occurred during the 6-month period from May to October, during which 55% of annual precipitation fell.

We tested correlations between bedrock recharge and various rainfall and catchment runoff metrics to elucidate the magnitude and temporal characteristics associated with the redistribution of rainfall inputs.
between runoff and recharge (Figure 6 and Table S1). As expected, rainfall and total catchment runoff were highly correlated (Figure 6a, $R^2 = 0.81$). The catchment rainfall-runoff ratio averaged 60% annually and was slightly higher during the winter (71%) compared to summer (51%) indicating slightly more efficient conversion of rainfall inputs to runoff during cold-season intervals. Further, direct runoff ($Q_{dir}$) as a proportion of total runoff ($Q_{tot}$) was extremely high and showed little seasonality (coefficient of variation: 0.03). This ratio averaged 0.77 annually, suggesting event rainfall inputs were efficiently converted to storm runoff irrespective of time of year. Despite the seasonally constant rainfall and runoff, monthly rainfall and recharge were almost completely uncorrelated (Figure 6b, $R^2 = 0.09$), indicating that monthly rainfall totals were a poor predictor of monthly recharge. This general lack of correlation also existed
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**Figure 5.** (top) Mean monthly modeled bedrock groundwater recharge. (bottom) Total catchment discharge ($Q_{tot}$) and potential evapotranspiration (PET). All monthly values were averaged from daily values between 1975 and 1987.
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**Figure 6.** (a–e) Mean monthly recharge versus $P$, $Q_{tot}$, $Q_{dir}$, $Q_{base}$, and PET and (f) rainfall versus runoff. All monthly values were averaged from daily values between 1975 and 1987.
between bedrock recharge and total runoff ($R^2 = 0.43$) and direct runoff ($R^2 = 0.38$). We calculated the average number of rainfall events per month exceeding the 20-mm subsurface stormflow initiation threshold for the 13-year period between 1975 and 1987 and regressed this against average monthly recharge (Figure 6e) and found no correlation either ($R^2 = 0.01$), further reinforcing the lack of relationship between runoff processes and recharge at Maimai. Monthly recharge, however, was strongly correlated to monthly PET ($R^2 = 0.72$), suggesting that seasonal patterns of recharge tracked well with inverse seasonal patterns of catchment evaporation.

### 4.3.2. Soil Water Comparison

Figures 7a–7d show the 2015 time series of daily mean water table depth above the soil-bedrock interface for each of the four monitored soil wells. The riparian, toe slope, and hollow wells were perennially saturated but showed a distinct and sustained water table rise during the winter season. The hillslope well (Figure 7d) had a transient water table that occurred with greater consistency during the winter months, which also existed during larger storms throughout the summer season. Figures 7e–7h display the 2015 mean monthly water table depth for each well plotted against modeled mean monthly bedrock recharge for the same time period. A strong threshold-like relationship was observed such that below a mean water table depth (specific to each well), little to no recharge occurred, but above that threshold monthly recharge increased to, and sustained, a constant rate.

### 5. Discussion

Our results suggest the complex interactions between bedrock characteristics, soil storage, and seasonal climatic conditions at Maimai control bedrock groundwater recharge timing and magnitude. But unlike past hillslope studies elsewhere, we found no clear direct linkage between hillslope-scale bedrock groundwater recharge and rainfall events. Maimai receives 2,600 mm of precipitation annually with minimal seasonality in the rainfall regime. Seasonal runoff patterns follow rainfall and rainfall-runoff ratios remain high during the summer—averaging over 50% from November to April and reaching 61% in December despite monthly PET being at near-peak rates. Direct runoff is also high in the summer, accounting for nearly 80% of total catchment discharge. These runoff metrics reflect a highly efficient conversion of precipitation inputs to
stream discharge (as noted first by Mosley, 1979, followed by dozens of studies at Maimai thereafter), indicating subsurface stormflow remains a consistent source of runoff generation through all months of year. Yet despite the annually constant rainfall-runoff pattern, our findings show that bedrock recharge exhibits extreme summer-winter seasonality. Paradoxically, the catchment effectively translates precipitation inputs to streamflow across nearly all catchment wetness conditions, yet recharge occurs only under selective catchment conditions, highlighting a complex seasonally shifting internal redistribution process linked to geology and seasonality in ET and antecedent wetness conditions.

5.1. Geological Control on Groundwater Recharge

Groundwater recharge in headwater catchments has been linked directly to the production of event-based subsurface stormflow occurring over fractured bedrock hillslopes (Apples et al., 2015; Hopp & Mcdonnell, 2009). Sprinkler and tracer experiments on steep hillslopes have highlighted fractures as a major conduit to transport water both downslope to supplement storm runoff (Montgomery et al., 1997) and to-depth to recharge deeper aquifer systems (Graham, Van Verseveld, et al., 2010; Tromp-Van Meerveld et al., 2007). Not unexpectedly, volumetric loss of sprinkler water in these fractured systems has been significant, with common observations from 25% and 40% (Graham, Van Verseveld, et al., 2010; Jackson et al., 2016) to extreme cases of more than 90% loss (Tromp-Van Meerveld, et al., 2007). At these, and other fractured sites (Cai & Ofterdinger, 2016; Gleeson et al., 2009; Sukhija et al., 2003), subsurface stormflow or snowmelt water are able to move to depth through fracture pathways over relatively short time scales, allowing direct recharge during individual storm events. Recharge timing and magnitude are thus controlled by the conditions required to initiate subsurface stormflow, the degree of bedrock fracturing and the alignment of fractures with the spatial patterns of stormflow at the soil-bedrock interface.

In contrast, we found that only 0.04% of applied sprinkler water was lost to bedrock during the 96-hr sprinkler experiment at Maimai, an amount equal to just 20 mm of the 4,950 mm of applied rainfall (Figure 3). Our slug tests and the sprinkler experiment revealed low permeability hillslope bedrock that is void of major fracture pathways indicating a distinct lack of secondary porosity within the bedrock structure. Unlike other studied hillslopes, recharge through the bedrock at Maimai occurred through the primary porosity only and over time scales much longer than individual storm events. Although abundant excess moisture exists at the soil-bedrock interface, both as persistent saturation during wet winter months (Figure 8) and as frequent subsurface stormflow during all seasons, recharge is limited by the ability of the geologic formation to slowly move water to depth and not by the availability of water to recharge. As a result, single storm events that generate subsurface stormflow do not drive appreciable recharge despite their considerable frequency (Figure 6e).

5.2. Subsurface Stormflow in Summer but No Summer Recharge?

At Maimai, rainfall occurs on average every 2 days. The 2,600 mm of annual rainfall is distributed nearly evenly between winter (55%) and summer (45%). The frequency of storm events greater than 20 mm—the
approximate storm magnitude needed to initiate subsurface stormflow—is also similar for winter and summer seasons. Our initial hypothesis was that hillslope-scale groundwater recharge would be controlled mostly by event inputs that generate subsurface stormflow and should have minimal seasonality due to the unusually low seasonality in the occurrence, magnitude, and duration of subsurface stormflow events. We rejected this hypothesis since noble gas tracer measurements revealed recharge temperatures nearly 4 °C lower than the local mean annual air temperature (Figure 4). This indicated seasonally specific recharge during colder winter months. This observation was further supported by the distinctly depleted stable isotope composition of bedrock groundwater compared to other catchment waters (e.g., soil water and streamflow). We found that 89% of modeled annual bedrock recharge occurred during the winter months from May to October and 60% of annual modeled recharge resulted from only 25% of annual rainfall during the peak recharge months of June, July, and August. In contrast, during the peak summer months of December, January, and February, nearly the same amount of precipitation produced only 2.4% of annual recharge (Figure 5). This resulted in a recharge efficiency (calculated as depth of recharge divided by depth of rainfall) that was nearly 24-fold higher in peak winter months compared to peak summer months.

Although seasonality of recharge is a widely observed phenomena for larger aquifers and higher order catchments (Jasechko et al., 2014), it has been most often associated with strong intra-annual patterns in precipitation (Descloitres et al., 2008) or in regions where late autumn rainfall and early spring snow melt occur concurrently with low ET demands (Abbott et al., 2000; Jasechko et al., 2017; O’driscoill et al., 2005). Maimai, however, has neither strong intra-annual patterns of precipitation nor a precipitation-ET relationship that is asynchronous. This would point to rainfall magnitude and intensity instead as the primary driver of groundwater recharge, as observed in other rainfall driven recharge systems (Mileham et al., 2009; Owor et al., 2009). However, we found no correlation between recharge and monthly precipitation, wet season precipitation, or annual precipitation totals. Nor did we find a correlation between recharge and the frequency of larger rainfall events (i.e., >20 mm) or the magnitude of monthly storm runoff ($Q_{stg}$). Furthermore, although we did find a correlation between recharge and effective monthly precipitation ($P$-$PET$, $R^2 = 0.50$), the strongest relationship existed between recharge and seasonal shifts in PET ($R^2 = 0.72$). Although perhaps not surprising in its own right, taken in context, this recharge seasonality was unexpected at Maimai. Indeed, high summer evaporative budgets have been widely shown to shift recharge timing toward colder seasons (Jasechko et al., 2014, 2017; Scanlon et al., 2006); however, at Maimai despite high summer PET, there still remains high summer runoff.

### 5.3. Our Groundwater Recharge Model

So how can there be so much summer runoff but no summer recharge? Rainfall-runoff processes at Maimai directly reflect the minimal soil storage capacity (Stewart & Mcdonnell, 1991), low bedrock permeability (Gabrielli et al., 2012), and large quantities of annual rainfall (Pearce et al., 1977). As a result, the catchment is dominated by a highly efficient and extensive preferential flow system capable of delivering large quantities of subsurface stormflow to the stream channel over short periods of time, regardless of the season or antecedent conditions (Graham, Woods, & Mcdonnell, 2010; Mcdonnell, 1990; Mosley, 1982; Weiler et al., 2003).

Figure 8 shows our conceptual model of seasonal recharge and the water balance components at Maimai. During winter, although abundant excess moisture is present within the catchment, low permeability bedrock limits infiltration rates, a process also observed in other humid regions (Sanford, 2002). Saturation at the soil-bedrock interface is frequent, but infiltration rates of the low permeability bedrock are quickly exceeded, creating a form of subsurface infiltration-excess flow at the soil-bedrock interface (as reported in many early studies at the site by Mosley, 1979). Further additions of moisture are either driven laterally downslope to the stream channel or fulfill unrequited soil storage (Mcdonnell, 1990). It is precisely because bedrock infiltration rates are so readily exceeded by the large quantities of rainfall that there is no correlation between rainfall and recharge, either monthly, seasonally, or annually. Thus, in the winter the magnitude of recharge is limited not by the availability of water but by the ability of the geologic formation to transfer water to depth.

During summer, we hypothesize that rainfall events activate the preferential flow network (as they also do in winter) on storm event time scales, thus removing most of the precipitation input from the catchment and limiting the degree to which soil matrix storage is replenished, contrary to the apparent capacity of available soil water storage (Figure 8). Stewart and Mcdonnell (1991) noted specifically that rainfall bypasses the soil.
matrix through preferential flow paths and that recharge of the soil matrix occurs more slowly through diffusive processes, thus explaining the high summer stormflow yet no summer recharge and the lack of correlation between recharge and either total precipitation or frequency of subsurface stormflow. The increase in soil water storage that does occur during summer events is quickly depleted between events by the much greater summer ET flux, and soil water that would otherwise slowly percolate deeper as bedrock recharge is lost instead to evaporative processes. Under this scenario, the catchment experiences episodic high wetness conditions that produce large volumes of runoff. But, critically, the long periods of extended wetness needed for recharge that occur in the winter are not attained, and bedrock recharge rates fall to near 0 during the warmer summer season.

The lack of correlation between recharge magnitude and precipitation or runoff metrics is noteworthy as most large-scale recharge models used to inform groundwater sustainability have shown trends in recharge that widely track future changes in precipitation (both positively and negatively, due to competing feedbacks; Taylor, Scanlon, et al., 2013). We show here, however, that geologic structure and seasonal trends in evaporation that determine the duration of very wet conditions at the soil-bedrock interface instead are the primary control on recharge. Thus, future changes in annual precipitation at Maimai will likely have little effect on changes in groundwater recharge.

6. Conclusion

The hydrologic system at the Maimai watershed—where little apparent seasonality exists in precipitation or catchment runoff metrics—possesses extreme seasonality in bedrock groundwater recharge timing. Our analysis of bedrock groundwater isotopic signatures and noble gas temperatures revealed that groundwater recharge occurs almost exclusively during the cold season. A simple empirical recharge model and extensive bedrock characterization associated with a bedrock surface sprinkler experiment supported the findings of the linkage between the seasonality of bedrock groundwater recharge and the geologic controls imposed by the bedrock structure. Our work suggests that the unfractured and low permeability bedrock directly controls the timing of bedrock recharge. The absence of considerable secondary porosity allows only diffuse recharge to occur—limiting recharge timing to conditions of extended periods of high catchment wetness. We found that summer-winter climate seasonality and geologic characteristics, as opposed to the frequency of subsurface stormflow production, imparts the critical control on the timing of recharge. During winter, under high catchment wetness conditions, the bedrock permeability is the rate limiting control on recharge amounts. While in the summer, high evaporation rates combined with efficient hillslope drainage through preferential flow paths eliminates excess moisture in the catchment that would otherwise percolate toward the water table. Critically, the lack of secondary porosity in the bedrock prevents subsurface stormflow from moving to depth quickly, resulting in the observed high summer runoff ratios with minimal groundwater recharge.

With recent work highlighting the importance of headwaters as focal recharge zones for downslope aquifers (Jasechko et al., 2016), our work helps to understand how hydroclimatic and geologic variables combine to control groundwater recharge. While future projections of groundwater recharge under various climate change scenarios are largely associated with changes in precipitation (Taylor, Scanlon, et al., 2013) and that precipitation intensity and magnitude control recharge timing and rates (Allen et al., 2010; Owor et al., 2009; Taylor, Todd, et al., 2013), our work is a cautionary tale. For such studies using precipitation or runoff to directly estimate recharge, Maimai is a clear example of a headwater aquifer that shows no relationship to precipitation amount or timing, despite catchment runoff dynamics that indicate a clear abundance of excess moisture in the system year-round.
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